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ABSTRACT
The sinks usually in sensor networks usually broadcast their
addresses for data collection. However, this common opera-
tion opens up vulnerability for adversary to attack the sinks
and obstruct their normal functions. In this paper, we sug-
gest sink anonymity as a novel approach for data collection,
which protects the privacy of the sinks and avoids them to
become the target of attacks. We provide sink anonymity
by omitting the address of the sinks in routing, so that the
identity and location of the sinks are kept private. Our pro-
posed scheme, Randomized Routing with Hidden Address
(RRHA), prevents the attackers from obtaining the receiver
address by capturing the destination field of the packets
or by predicting the location of the sinks by observing the
flow of network traffic. We examined the successful delivery
rate, packet delay, and protection strength of our proposed
scheme by both analysis and simulations.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
C.2 [Computer-Communication Networks]: Network
Architecture and Design; D.4.6 [Security and Protec-
tion]: Information Flow Controls

General Terms
Algorithm Design Security Performance

Keywords
Sensor Networks, Privacy, Data Collection, Wireless Com-
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1. INTRODUCTION
Wireless sensor network (WSN) is composed of numer-

ous small sensing devices with limited communication range.
Sensors collect data from the environment and report them
to the sinks through hop-by-hop communications [14, 19].
Most of the existing routing protocols in sensor networks
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are based on geographic routing [1, 10, 13, 4], in which the
sensors know their neighbors and the location of the sinks.
In geographic routing, a sensor usually forwards the packet
to the next hop that is closest to the sink, though sometimes
it may also consider some additional factors, like delay [10,
7, 15] and energy consumption [4, 8], etc. In order to route
a packet to the sink, a sensor must know the destination
of the packet and the location of the sink. The sink usu-
ally broadcasts its location to all the sensors in the network.
However, this mechanism allows the adversary to locate and
attack the sink easily. To address this problem, we propose
sink anonymity in data collection and routing for sensor net-
works. Sink anonymous hides the identity and location of
the sink and protect its privacy.

Location privacy in sensor networks has attracted much
attentions recently. The destination nodes or the sinks,
whose locations are discovered by the adversary, may be-
come the targets of the attacks. For example, a soldier, who
carries an receiver, will be in great danger if being captured.
It is therefore very important to protect sink location privacy
in sensor networks. Traffic-analysis attacks, which are per-
formed by adversary who discovers the receiver location by
observing the flow of network traffic, have been widely stud-
ied. The problem was addressed by dummy packets injec-
tion, but this approach increases the network traffic heavily
[11, 12, 18]. In addition, it does not consider active attack-
ers who can compromise a node and read the header field of
a packet to identify the receiver.

In this paper, we provide sink anonymity in sensor net-
works to protect the identity and location privacy of the sink.
We propose a novel Randomized Routing with Hidden Ad-
dress (RRHA) scheme which keeps the identity and location
of the sink secret in the network. Sensors do not know who
and where the sink is when routing the packets. Our scheme
does not include the destination field in the header of the
packets. The packets are routed from the source to the sink
along a random path without a specific destination. When
the packet travels along the path and arrives the sink, the
sink will decrypt and read the message silently. The packet
continues travelling until a predefined hop count is reached.
Our system can prevent attackers from capturing or predict-
ing the receiver location by reading the destination field of
the packet or observing the network traffic.Keeping the iden-
tity and location of the sink private can prevent the sink to
become the target of attacks. We also examine the successful
delivery probability and the overheads of our scheme, which
are affected by the number of sinks, the number of random
paths and the path length for delivering the packets.
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The remainder of the paper is organized as follow. In
Section 2, we describe some related work in the area. In
Section 3, we discuss the network model and threat model.
In Section 4, we present our Randomized Routing with Hid-
den Address (RRHA) scheme for providing sink anonymity
in WSNs. Sections 5 and 6 summarize the analytical and
simulation results, and we conclude the paper in Section 7.

2. RELATED WORK
Privacy issues in sensor networks, especially location pri-

vacy [11, 12, 9, 2], have been studied in recent years. The
random walk based phantom flooding scheme [12] is pro-
posed to defend against an external adversary who attempts
to trace back to the data source in sensor networks and pro-
vide source location privacy of the sink.

Other schemes, like ConstRate and ProbRate, which in-
troduce dummy traffic to hide the real event sources, are
proposed to provide source event unobservability in the net-
work [18, 17]. Even though some dummy packets can be
dropped on their way, the injected dummy traffic still in-
creases the packet delay and consumes more energy in sensor
nodes. Also, these schemes focus on source privacy, which
are different from our goal of providing sink anonymity and
protecting the location and identity of the sinks.

Multpath routing and fake message injection are intro-
duced in [3] to provide receiver privacy. However, it con-
centrates on the traffic-analysis attack, which determines
the location of the sink through the measurement of traffic
rates at various locations. Another recent work is proposed
to protect receiver-location privacy in WSNs by providing
path diversity in combination with fake packet injection [11].
It is solving a similar problem as we do, but it considers only
passive attackers who capture the receiver by eavesdropping
and performing network traffic analysis. In this work, we
also protect the network from active attackers who can com-
promise an intermediate node and capture the packet. We
provide sink anonymity by keeping the location of the sink
secret to the nodes in the network.

3. NETWORK AND THREAT MODELS

3.1 Network Model
A wireless sensor network consists of a number of sensors

deployed in an area, together with one or multiple sink(s).
Each sensor has a transmission range r for wireless commu-
nication which allows it to exchange messages directly with
its neighboring nodes. Packets rely on multi-hop transmis-
sions to reach the destinations that are located farther away
from the source.

Since sensors have limited storage, communication range
and computation power, they cannot afford the relatively
heavy-load asymmetric cryptography. Instead, they use sym-
metric cryptographic primitives to provide data confiden-
tially, authentication, integrity, and freshness of the message
[16, 5]. We assume that each sensor i shares an unique sym-
metric key Ki with the sink. Note that multiple sinks can
share the same symmetric key Ki with i.

We provide sink anonymity in sensor network, where sen-
sors do not know the ID and location of the sinks. The
packets are forwarded randomly in the network. When a
packet arrives a sink, the sink will check if the packet is of
its interest. If so, it will decrypt the packet with the corre-

sponding symmetric key and read the message.

3.2 Threat Model
We consider attackers who aim at identifying and attack-

ing the sinks. They may discover the location of a sink by
capturing an intermediate node along the path and reading
the destination field of the packets. The widely adopted ge-
ographic routing protocols in sensor networks [1, 10, 13, 4]
are vulnerable to this special kind of attack as the location
of the receiver must be included in the destination field of a
packet for routing.

Apart from that, some attackers may monitor the net-
work traffic passively and predict the location of the receiver.
Since the receiver is likely to be the sink in many sensor net-
work applications, the attackers may notice a large amount
of traffic flows toward the sink. These passive attackers are
usually equipped with some supporting devices, such as an-
tenna, which allow them to eavesdrop the delivery of packets
and perform some simple traffic analysis. They can also pre-
dict the direction of the receiver based on the signals that
they overheard.

3.3 Notations
We use the following notations to describe the crypto-

graphic operations in this paper which are mainly adopted
from [16].

• Y 1|Y 2 denotes the concatenation of messages Y 1 and
Y 2.

• Ki denotes the secret (symmetric) key that is shared
between node i and the sink(s).

• E = {Y }Ki is the encryption of message Y with the
symmetric key shared by node i and sink(s).

4. PROVIDING SINK ANONYMITY

4.1 Randomized Routing with Hidden Address
(RRHA)

When a sensor i reports its measurement to the sink, it en-
crypts the message with its symmetric key Ki and forwards
the packet along a random path. Unlike many existing rout-
ing algorithms [1, 10, 13, 4], the location or ID of the sink is
not included in the packet. The advantage of this approach
is to avoid the attackers from obtaining the destination of
the packet even they can capture the intermediate nodes and
read the packet.

Since i does not know the location of the sink, it forwards
the packet randomly to any of its neighbors. When the next
hop j receives the packet, it again forwards the packet to
one of its neighbors k randomly and increases the hop count
field H in the packet by one. The hop count field H in
the header of the packet is initialized as zero by the source
node. It indicates the number of hops that the packet has
travelled. The above forwarding process repeats hop-by-
hop until H = L, where L is the pre-defined length of the
random path. Note that the packet will continue travelling
in the network even it has already reached any of the sinks.
Similarly, it is possible that the packet has never visited any
sink at the end of its travel.

More specifically, node i sends the packet in this format
< i|Ytype|H|YKi >, where Ytype is the type of message in
the packet, YKi is the message encrypted by symmetric key
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Ki of node i, and H is the number of hops travelled by the
packet. The message type Ytype allows the sink to recognize
the content of the packet. The sink will only decrypt the
packet that contains the message of its interest.

A packet may store the ID of the nodes that it has vis-
ited, such that the following intermediate nodes can avoid
re-visiting them. This mechanism increases the chance for
the packet to reach the sink as one can visit more differ-
ent nodes. It can be achieved by concatenating the ID of
the intermediate nodes to the packet, i.e. < i|Ytype| H|YKi

|ID1|ID2| ...| IDH>, where ID1, ..., IDH are the IDs of the
nodes being visited.

Moreover, instead of sending the packet along a single
path, the packet can be delivered by multiple paths to in-
crease its chance to reach the sink. For instance, the source
node may send the packet to M neighbors, then these neigh-
bors will forward the packet along different random paths
independently.

4.2 An Example
Figure 1 shows an example of multiple random paths for

delivering a packet with M = 3. The source node s forwards
the packet with three different random paths. The packet
is delivered successfully as long as any of the paths passes
through the sink.

Since the packet does not include any destination field, so
an active adversary A1 cannot achieve the location of the
receiver even it can capture an intermediate node and read
the packet. In our scheme, all sensors including s do not
know the location of the sink. The packet keeps travelling
until L = 8, no matter it has visited the sink or not. Con-
sider another passive adversary A2, which is equipped with
an antenna to overhear the network traffic, cannot predict
the sink location by traffic monitoring as the packet travels
along a random path with no specific destination. The flow
of the packet is totally independent of the location of the
sink.

Figure 1: Randomized routing with multiple paths.
Source node s forwards the packet with three differ-
ent random paths. It increases the probability that
a packet can reach the sink. The packet is delivered
successfully to the sink on Path 2 in this example.

5. ANALYTICAL RESULTS

5.1 Successful Packet Delivery Probability
A packet is delivered successfully if it visits any of the sinks

along its random path. We denote P (S) as the probability
that the packet is delivered to the sink successfully which
can be calculated by

P (S) = 1 − (1 − pBS)L, (1)

where pBS = NBS/Ns is the probability that a node being
visited is a sink, NBS is the total number of sinks and Ns is
the total number of sensors in the network.

In multiple path routing, a packet is forwarded along mul-
tiple random paths to increase its probability to reach the
sink. The probability of successful delivery Pm(S) then be-
comes

Pm(S) = 1 − (1 − P (S))M

= 1 − (1 − pBS)LmM , (2)

where M is the number of random paths for delivering the
packet and Lm is the length of the random paths.

Figure 2 shows the successful delivery probability of the
packets varying the path length L. The successful delivery
probability increases with L as a packet will visit more nodes
on a longer path, so that it has a higher probability to reach
the sink. The results also indicate that the successful deliv-
ery probability increases when the number of random paths
M and the probability pBS increase.
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Figure 2: Successful delivery probability varying the
path length. The packets have higher probability to
be delivered to the sink on longer paths as they can
visit more nodes. The successful delivery probability
also increases when pBS and M increase.

6. SIMULATION RESULTS
We evaluate the performance of our randomized routing

scheme for providing sink anonymity with ns-2 [6] simula-
tions. The network considered has a total of 100 sensors
which are deployed in a 100m x 100m square with uniform
random distribution with a communication range 20m. The
simulation settings are mainly drawn from [10, 7, 15] We fo-
cus on a WSN which collects and reports sensing data to the
sink constantly. Any of the sensors has a probability p to be
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the source of routine data and generates data independently
of the other nodes at a rate of 1pkt/s.

6.1 Successful Packet Delivery Rate
We fixed the number of sinks to four and placed them

at locations (25, 25), (25, 75), (75, 25), and (75, 75) in
this experiment. We measure the successful delivery rate
of packets from the sources to the sinks varying the path
length with p = 0.1 and p = 0.5. Both Figures 3(a) and
3(b) show that the successful delivery rate increases when
the length of path increases. It is because a packet will visit
more nodes on a longer path, so it has higher probability to
reach the sink. The successful delivery rate also increases
with the number of random paths M . Since a packet will
be sent along multiple random paths if M > 1, the chance
that one or more packets on these M random paths can
reach the sink becomes higher. From the two figures, there
is not much difference on the successful packet delivery rate
in networks with low and high traffic rates.

6.2 Packet Delay
We examine the average packet delay from the sources to

the sinks with NBS = 4. The packet delay measures the time
that a packet takes from the source to the sink at the first
time. If multiple paths are adopted in randomized routing,
i.e. M > 1, the delay measures the time that the earliest
packet taken to reach the sink.

Figures 4(a) and Figure 4(b) show the packet delay vary-
ing the length of random path with p = 0.1 and p = 0.5
respectively. The packet delay is quite low when p = 0.1 as
there are only ten sources in the network. The packet delay
increases with the path length. It is because the total traf-
fic in the network increases when each packet travels more
hops. When the number of random paths M increases, a
packet will be forwarded by multiple paths, so it can visit
more nodes. Since the packet delay measures the time that a
packet arrive the sink the earliest among the multiple paths,
the packet delay may become lower. However, the packet de-
lay increases dramatically when M = 3 and L = 30 due to
network congestion.

Figure 4(b) shows that the packet delay with p = 0.5 is
much higher than that with p = 0.1 in Figure 4(a). There
are 50 sources in the network when p = 0.5, so the network
congestion causes the increased packet delay. In this situa-
tion, multi-path forwarding may degrade the performance.

6.3 Protection Strength
We evaluate the protection strength of RRHA by showing

the probability that the sink privacy will be revealed by
various kinds of attacks in Table 1. Both LPR [11] and SPR
[13] are not resilient to the strong attacker who can capture
and read the destination field of a packet. The reason is that
they put the receiver address in the packet header to forward
the messages. On the contrary, RRHA protects the sink
privacy effectively as the address of the sink is not included
in the packet. Even an attacker captures an intermediate
node, the node only has a 0.033 probability to be the sink
in RRHA with M = 3 and L = 10.

Passive attackers can observe the network traffic and reach
the sink by tracing the packets. Again, SPR does not pro-
vide any protection to the sink privacy. An passive attacker
can trace the packet from the source hop-by-hop to the sink
easily in SPR. On the other hand, both LPR and RRHA

protect the sink privacy very well against passive attackers.
Even multiple passive attackers can trace the packets along
all the paths for the real data and dummy packets in LPR,
they still cannot tell which path is leading to the sink. Simi-
larly, the passive attackers will not know which intermediate
node along the paths in RRHA is the sink.

Table 1: Probability of revealing the sink privacy

Types of attacks LPR RRHA SPR

Active attacker 1 0.033 1

Single passive attacker 0.062 0.033 1

Multiple passive attackers 0.25 0.033 1

7. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have proposed RRHA, a randomized

routing scheme with hidden address, which provides sink
anonymity for WSNs. The identity and location of the sinks
are kept private in the network. Our scheme avoids the iden-
tity and the location of the sink to be revealed and to become
the target of attacks. The sensors do not specify the des-
tination of the packets when reporting their measurements,
so that the attackers cannot obtain the location of the sink
even they can read the header fields of the packets. The
packets are forwarded along different random paths which
are decided by the intermediate nodes randomly and inde-
pendently, such that the attackers have no hint of the sink
from observing the flow of network traffic. We have evalu-
ated our proposed scheme by both analysis and simulations
in terms of the successful delivery rate, packet delay and
protection strength. The results show that RRHA provides
strong protection for the sink privacy against both active
and passive attackers. In the future, we will enhance the
performance of our proposed scheme and extend our work
for the networks with mobile sinks.
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Figure 3: Successful packet delivery rate with four sinks and (a) p = 0.1 (b) p = 0.5.
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